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Only an ember of humanity survived the first Xaros invasion. Now, the Xaros return to deliver the

final blow to Earth and her defenders.A moon carrying an armada of Xaros drones unleashes its

deadly cargo on the solar system. Fortress Mars stands between the enemy and an ill-defended

Earth. While the battle rages over the red planet, the  Breitenfeld  must launch a desperate mission

to Pluto to cut off enemy reinforcements. Earth stands on the brink of ruin, and humanity needs

every hero it can find to turn back the tide of destruction. The Ember War enters its final stages in

THE SIEGE OF EARTH.
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I feel like the author saw the trailer for 'Independence Day: Resurgence' and then said 'Watch this,

hold my beer.' Then proceeded to crank out a book that was much better than anything I could have

asked for. The battles throughout the book are simply fantastic and the added depth is amazing.

The amazing thing is the surprise twist at the end that I could honestly says, 'Whoa, I did not see

that coming.' This book is amazing and a great add into the series.



Loved every word and the fast pace of the book, along with changing of action to the different

characters and situations of each, non-stop action made it a fun read and leaves the reader wanting

more! Looking forward to the next book!!

Another good book by Richard. I don't like to give up to much of the book but this one will have a

major twist at the end . Just when they thought they were in the clear something else happens that

will blow your mind . I never saw it coming so now I can't wait until the next book to see what

happens. Nicely done Mr Fox .

The Ember Wars continues to be one of my favorite sci-fi series and a great reason to use  and the

Kindle App. The series contains some traditional and some new sci-fi principles, but has warped

them into something truly interesting and unique. Its a series where the time skips alone lead me to

want prequels. I like how the story takes place at many levels and spends a lot of time on character

development. Finally, the non-linear storytelling is something that I have wanted in the genre and

appreciate, not everything has to be a step forward to a conclusion.

This book doesn't waste any time. It got straight to the action. There is no other author out there that

is able to release the quality of books as Mr Fox at the rate he does.Another phenominal book by Mr

Fox.

You hope that the series will continue but you don't know if this is the end for Earth. The entire book

is a detailed description of the last siege and all the twists, risks and rewards fought by the

characters.

Richard's hit another one out of the park. Still not quite up to Ender's Game, but one I'm definitely

putting into my collection to read again and again. This one had me wondering which of the

characters I was beginning to consider my friends was going to be killed. Thankfully, it wasn't my

namesake. He's also gone and written another one that had me "What the...!!! Didn't they....??!?" at

the end of the book. Now I'm going to have to hound him to finish the next one in the saga.The only

bad part about this book is the fact that in order to enjoy it properly, it is in no way a standalone

book. You have to read from Ember War Book 1 to know the whole flow. Will you enjoy this if you

haven't read the others? Hell yeah. But you'll enjoy it more if you have.



The General is coming to wipe out the human race, & brought along millions of xeros drones to be

certain the pesky humans will be defeated.. But, humanity isn't going down without a fight! If you've

kept up with this exciting science fiction adventure series, you know that Mark Ibarra has been

preparing earth to fight these bad guys for a very long time, But will we be ready? Or, will Standish

finally have his worst fears of "Face Eating Aliens" come true?Don't miss a single book in this

Brilliant Military Science Fiction Adventure EPIC!Peter Anthony RolandMiami Beach FloridaJuly

2016
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